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Molecular reorientation of a nematic glass by laser-induced heat flow
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Laser-induced birefringence patterns which break the symmetry of the experimental setup have been ob-
served in a low molar mass anisotropic glass with nematic orientational order under a polarizing microscope.
It is shown that the observed spatial modulations in birefringence can be explained by laser-induced heat flow
and stress, leading to molecular reorientation which is then frozen and stored in the glassy state if the optical
excitation is switched off. The experimental findings can be regarded as a manifestation of heat-flow alignment
caused by a spatially inhomogeneous temperature field.@S1063-651X~99!16805-3#

PACS number~s!: 42.70.Df, 61.30.Cz, 61.30.Gd
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the mid-1980s it has been recognized that bes
liquid crystalline polymers some low molar mass liquid cry
tals may also form a glassy state at room temperature e
by cooling at usually slow rates of some few Kelvins p
minute @1#. In particular, a binary mixture of two
b-naphtylesthers was shown to exhibit an anisotropic gla
state at temperatures belowTg5310 K which results from
freezing of nematic orientational order. Generally, liqu
crystalline glasses offer a promising combination of uniq
optical and other physical properties of ordered mesoph
together with excellent mechanical and fabrication proper
of noncrystalline organic materials. As an example, it w
demonstrated@2,3# that photothermal excitation can be su
cessfully applied for reversible holographical storages. L
times for stored holographic gratings of several years h
been obtained and more than 1000 writing, reading, and
sure cycles have been realized without any dramatic decr
in diffraction efficiency on the same spot of the sample@4#.
These optical storage effects have been attributed main
structural relaxation processes affecting the local biref
gence and refractive indices via the mass densityr and the
scalar order parameterS following photothermal excitation
@5#.

It is the main purpose of the present paper to discuss
light absorption and laser-induced local heating in these n
nematic low molar glasses may cause also molecular re
entations and rotations of the optical axis, which has b
experimentally verified with the help of polarization micro
copy. The observed birefringence patterns are intriguing
cause they break the symmetry of the experimental arra
ment. It will be shown that the reorientation phenomena
be explained by stress-optical coupling similar to stre
induced birefringence@6#, where the stress is caused by
locally inhomogeneous temperature field. There are cl
analogies to well known flow alignment@7–9# or birefrin-
gence but without the need of any material flow. From
PRE 601063-651X/99/60~2!/1792~7!/$15.00
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more phenomenological point of view, the experimen
findings can be regarded as a manifestation of a heat-
birefringence@10–13# caused by a spatial dependence of t
temperature field. The microscopic mechanisms respons
for similar effects in gases@10–12# and ordinary liquids@13#,
however, differ from those which are relevant in the glas
considered here. In particular, the dynamics even of isotro
glasses are rather complex@14–16#, and can be expected t
be more complicated in liquid crystalline glasses. Con
quently, the present work discusses the effect under qu
stationary conditions.

This paper proceeds as follows: In Sec. II, the experim
tal setup and observations are presented and discusse
more detail. In Sec. III, a theoretical model based on
equation valid for both the liquid crystalline nematic an
isotropic phases is developed for the second rank alignm
tensor which is associated with the optical birefringence
coupling of the alignment tensor with the symmetric trac
less part of the pressure tensor~stress tensor! is considered
by introducing a stress-optical coefficient. This equation
then specialized for a uniaxial alignment with a constant s
lar order parameter. In Sec. IV, this equation is applied to
experimental situation. First, the pressure tensor is calcul
starting from a local stability criterion and an appropria
ansatz for the temperature field. The reorientation of
nematic director field is then calculated analytically for sm
reorientation angles and numerically for the general case
Sec. V, the experimental observations are compared to
theoretical predictions, and some concluding remarks
given.

II. EXPERIMENT

The investigations were performed with a 10-mm-thick
nematic film of an eutectic mixture of twob-naphtylesters
@1#, which has been described in more detail in Refs.@2,3#.
The phase sequences of the mixture are crystal
˜(409 K)˜ nematic ˜(413 K)˜ isotropic. At usual
1792 © 1999 The American Physical Society
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PRE 60 1793MOLECULAR REORIENTATION OF A NEMATIC GLASS . . .
cooling rates of a few K/min, however, crystallization
avoided and the material undergoes a glass transition at
K. Consequently, the orientational order of the nema
phase is frozen and the glassy state is anisotropic. The
terial was doped with a small amount~0.1%! of a dichroic
anthraquinone dye~D37, BDH! to enhance the absorptio
and to achieve laser heating. It should be noted, howe
that similar effects to those described below have also b
observed in samples where optical heating was achieve
an additional metallic layer on one of the inner contain
surfaces@17#.

The sample was sandwiched between two 1-mm-th
glass plates, which were separated by Mylar spacers.
inner surfaces of the plates were coated with a rubbed p
mer to accomplish the desired homogeneous planar a
ment. The cells were filled with the material in the isotrop
phase, i.e., above the clearing pointTNI5413 K. A nematic
orientation of the glassy material along the rubbing direct
was then achieved by slow~2 K/min! cooling down to a
temperature where the high viscosity of the glass appe
('360 K). After that, the nematic alignment was frozen
faster~100 K/min! cooling into the glassy state.

A focused argon-ion laser beam (l5514 nm), which
was modulated with a pockels cell, was used for the therm
optical excitation. The 1/e radiusr 0 of the intensity profile of
the beam was measured tor 0560 mm. The sample was
illuminated with a single pulse of 20-ms duration on ea
spot at a temperature of 293 K. The incident polarization
the laser beam was parallel to the initial director field; s
Fig. 1. The absorbed intensity leads to rapid laser hea
due to radiationless recombination processes in the dye
ecules. It was shown that after thermal excitation, a mod
tion in properties such as density or order parameter is fro
and remains in the optically heated region, because the s
tural relaxation back in a lower temperature state is inco
plete @5#. As a result, the optical properties connected w
density and orientational order, mainly the birefringence,
modulated and frozen as well, which has been success
applied for holographic grating recording. In a single be
experiment as discussed above, a laser-induced lens@18#
with perfect radial symmetry has been obtained at mode
light intensities (,150 W/cm2), which was proved under a
polarizing microscope as well as by diffraction of the las
beam.

However, for higher excitation intensities~.150 W/cm2),
diffraction at the induced lens was more complex, and spa
patterns inside the stored lenses were observed with the
of the polarization microscope; see Fig. 2. The patterns

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. The sample is illuminated by a la
with the polarization parallel to the initial director orientationn0.
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pear different by rotating the sample between crossed po
izers: If the anglec between the optical axis of the samp
and the analyzer is zero, the spot is divided into four parts
equal brightness and color, with a Maltesian-like cross alo
the polarizer and analyzer axes. For allcÞ0,p/2, . . . ,quar-
ters of two different colors have been observed which are
contrast to the surrounding area. The pattern is then c
trosymmetric, where the opposite quarters behave equal.
pecially for a rotationc˜2c, the quarters exchange the
colors.

These observations can be explained if we assume tha
optical axis within the quarters is rotated around the sam
normal, as will be discussed in Sec. III. They are theref
manifestations of molecular reorientation effects caused
the above mentioned laser heating which occur in addition
the modulation in density and order parameter under cer
circumstances.

III. THEORETICAL MODEL FOR THE HEAT
FLOW ALIGNMENT

A. Equation for the alignment tensor

The molecular orientation is described by the second r
alignment tensor

aªA15/2̂ uuJ &, ~1!

where u is a unit vector parallel to the figure axis of a
effectively uniaxial molecule. The symbol↔ indicates the
symmetric-traceless part of a tensor, e.g.,uuJ 5uu2 1

3 d,
whered is the unit tensor. The bracket^•••& stands for an
average over the molecular orientations. Phenomenol
cally, the alignment tensor can be introduced by

eJ5eaa, ~2!

whereeJ is the symmetric traceless part of the dielectric te
sor which gives rise to birefringence. The coefficientea char-
acterizes the magnitude of the optical anisotropy.

In particular, in the uniaxial nematic phase in equilibrium
one has

a5A3

2
aeqnnJ , ~3!

r
FIG. 2. Polarization patterns of the frozen-in reorientation.

the left picture the crossed nichols are parallel to the initial direc
orientation, while for the right image the sample has been rotate
15°.
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1794 PRE 60ELSCHNER, MACDONALD, EICHLER, HESS, AND SONNET
with the director n (n•n51) and the magnitude tr(a2)
5aeq

2 of the alignment tensor, whereaeq5A5S with the
Maier-Saupe order parameterS5^P2(u•n)&.

The point of departure for the present considerations
the equation of change fora:

]

]t
a1ta

21~F2j0
2Da2C̃PI!50, ~4!

whereF5A(T)a2•••a–aI•1•••tr(a2)a is the derivative of
a Landau-de Gennes potential with respect to the alignm
tensor. HereA(T)512T* /T, and the ellipses stand fo
characteristic coefficients approximately independent of
temperature;T* is somewhat below the isotropic-nemat
transition temperature.

In Eq. ~4!, PI is the symmetric traceless part of the pre
sure tensorP. It is linked with the stress tensors by P5

2s. An explicit expression forPI as a function of the tem
perature field will be given in Sec. III. The relaxation timeta
and the lengthj0 are considered as phenomenological co
ficients.

In a stationary state and when the spatial variation oa

can be disregarded, one hasF5C̃PI. Then, in the isotropic
phase where the terms nonlinear in the alignment tensor
negligible, one has, forT.T* ,

a5A~T!21C̃PI, ~5!

with a typical pretransitional increase of the coupling prop
tional to (T2T* )21 @19#. For T@T* , this implies

eJ5eaa5eaC̃PI522nCPI, ~6!

wheren5 1
2 (n i1n') is an average index of refraction, andC

is the standard stress optical coefficient, e.g., used for p
meric materials. There, a typical value is 2C'
21028 Pa21 @6#. With n'1 and ea'0.1, this yields the
estimateC̃'21027 Pa21.

In an isotropic liquid one hasPI522h“J v, wherev is the
flow velocity andh is the ~shear! viscosity. Then Eq.~4!
becomes equivalent to an equation of change for the al
ment tensor derived previously within the framework of
reversible thermodynamics@20,21# and from a Fokker-
Planck equation@22# when the coefficientC̃ is linked with a
coupling relaxation time coefficienttap by

2C̃h5A2tap . ~7!

The theory presented in Ref.@20–22# applies to both the
isotropic and nematic phases, and allows one to relate
relaxation time coefficientsta and tap to the Leslie coeffi-
cientsg1 andg2, viz.

g153aeq
2 ta

r

m
kBT, g252A3aeqtap

r

m
kBT, ~8!

wherer is the mass density andm is the mass of a molecule
As a consequence, Eqs.~7! and ~8! lead to
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C̃5S 4A3

2
aeq

r

m
kBTD 21 g2

h
, ~9!

whereh, in the case of a nematic liquid crystal, should
identified with the average1

3 (h11h21h3) of the three
Miesowicz viscosity coefficientsh1 , h2, andh3. For a typi-
cal nematic liquid crystal one hasg2 /h'2 3

2 , and aeq

5A5S'1. With (r/m)kBT'1026–1027 Pa corresponding
to a molecular mass of 2000 or 200, the coefficientC̃ as
given by Eq.~9! has the same sign and a similar order
magnitude as the value stated above for polymeric mater

Here, we shall apply Eq.~4! to a glassy state where th
viscosity h is very large such that a viscous flow is su
pressed. The coefficientg2 being equal to the difference be
tween two Miesowicz coefficients, it is likely that the rat
g2 /h is approximately constant across the glass transit
Thus we assume thatC̃ is of comparable size in the fluid an
the glassy state.

B. Change of the director in the glassy nematic

Under equilibrium conditions, the alignment tensor in t
nematic phase is determined byF5F(a)50. This yields a
uniaxial equilibrium alignment tensor of the form of Eq.~3!,
with a temperature dependent order parameteraeq;S. Typi-
cal values forS are in the range of 0.4–0.7. When the tem
perature is not too close to the nematic-isotropic transit
temperature, one may assume that the uniaxiality and
magnitude of the alignment are not affected by spatial va
tions and orienting torques. Then Eq.~4! reduces to

A3

2
aeqS ta

]

]t
2j0

2D D ~nn!2C̃PI50, ~10!

where it is understood that this equation has to be sol
under the constraintn•n51.

Scalar multiplication of Eq.~10! by n leads to

g1

]

]t
n2KDn2CnpPI•n50 ~11!

where, by use of Eq.~8!,

Cnp52A3

2
aeq

r

m
kBTC̃ ~12!

was defined, and the characteristic lengthj0 is seen to be
related to an average Frank elasticity coefficientK of a nem-
atic liquid crystal by

K53aeq
2 j0

2 r

m
kBT. ~13!

This implies that, in the nematic and liquid phases,j0 is of
the order of a molecular length, i.e.,j0'1 nm. Again, the
constraintn•n51 has to be obeyed. Equation~11! for the
vectorn is preferred for analytic calculations. For numeric
computations, however, Eq.~10! containing the dyadicnn
should be used. It allows the occurrence of typical nema
defects@23–25#.
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IV. APPLICATION TO THE OPTICAL STORAGE
EXPERIMENT

A. Thermal stress

In the glassy state where a flow is suppressed, the l
conservation of linear momentum~mechanical stability! re-
quires

“•PI1“p50. ~14!

Here p5p(T) is the hydrostatic pressure. Due to the loc
absorption of the laser light shining on the material, there
a local heating which implies a spatial variation of the te
perature. Thus one has

“p5S ]p

]TD
V

“T ~15!

where the quantity (]p/]T)V can be related to the~cubic!
thermal expansion coefficienta, and the isothermal com
pressibilityxT by (]p/]T)V5a/xT . A typical order of mag-
nitude is (]p/]T)V'106 Pa/K.

Next we consider a cylindrical geometry with the ax
parallel to the laser beam. For a thin sample~10 mm in the
experiment! a spatial variation in the direction of the las
beam can be disregarded. Then all spatial variation is wi
a plane normal to the beam. Byr we denote a position vecto
within this plane.

From symmetry arguments one expects thatPI is of the
form
i

n
n

al

l
is
-

in

PI5P~r ! r̂ r̂J, ~16!

with r 5ur u and r̂5r/r . Insertion of the ansatz~16! into Eq.
~14! with “p5 r̂p8 yields the ordinary differential equation

2

3
r 23/2~r 3/2P!852p852S ]p

]TD
V

T8 ~17!

for the functionP. The primes denote the differentiation wit
respect tor. The general solution of Eq.~17! is

P~r !5r 23/2S c11
9

4E0

r

p~s!AsdsD 2
3

2
p~r !, ~18!

and requiringP(r ) to stay finite asr˜0 givesc150.
We consider stationary temperature profiles of the fo

T5T01dT f(r ), whereT0 is the constant temperature of th
environment, anddT is the temperature rise in the center
the beam. Such a temperature profile can be assumed
the sample thickness is much smaller than the lateral dim
sions of the laser spot. Consequently, the main heat fl
which determines the radial stationary profile is across
film via the semi-infinite glass plates, and lateral diffusi
can be neglected@26#. Using Eq.~15!, this leads to a scala
pressure of the formp(r )5p01(]p/]T)VdT f(r ).

Two special cases for a temperature profile are used
plicitly. First, T5T01dTe2(r /r 0)2

, where the characteristic
lengthr 0 is of the order of the width of the laser beam. Th
solution of Eq.~17! is
P~r !5
3

2 S ]p

]TD
V

dTF3

4 S r

r 0
D 23/2

gS 3

4
,S r

r 0
D 2D2e2(r /r 0)2G , ~19!
out-
n

cu-
the
r-
with the incompleteg function

g~a,x!5E
0

x

e2ssa21ds. ~20!

This will be used in the numerical treatment presented
Sec. IV C.

Second, the temperature profile

T5H T01dTS 112
r

r c
D S 12

r

r c
D 2

,

T0 ,

r<r c

r>r c ,
~21!

with the finite ranger c is used for the analytic calculation i
Sec. IV B. For smallr, Eq. ~21! is equivalent to a Gaussia
profile with 1/e radiusr 05r c /A3.

Solution of Eq.~17!, with Eq. ~21!, leads to

P~r !518S ]p

]TD
V

dTF1

7 S r

r c
D 2

2
1

9 S r

r c
D 3G ~22!
n

for r<r c , and we takeP(r )50 for r .r c . This is motivated
by the observation that the unheated glass in the region
side the critical radius remains solidlike. While the functio
P(r ) is allowed to be discontinuous atr 5r c , the physically
relevant condition lim

r↗r c
@r 3/2P(r )#85 lim

r↘r c
@r 3/2P(r )#8

50 is obeyed atr c .

B. Analytic calculation of the director field

The essential features of the symmetry breaking mole
lar reorientation are revealed by an analytic solution for
director field which, however, is only valid for small disto
tions. In particular, we consider the casen5n01dn where
n0 is constant anddn with n•dn50 is a small deviation

induced by the thermal pressurePI, cf. Eq.~22! with Eq. ~16!.
In a stationary situation, Eq.~11! reduces to

KDdn1CnpPI•n050. ~23!

The ansatz

dn5a~r !@~ r̂•n0! r̂2~ r̂•n0!2n0#, ~24!
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and use of Eq.~16! lead to the ordinary differential equatio

r 21~ra8!824r 22a52
Cnp

K
P~r !. ~25!

The solution is

a~r !5
1

42
a0gS r

r c
D , ~26!

with

a05r c
2 Cnp

K S ]p

]TD
V

dT5SA3

2
aeqD 21S r c

j0
D 2

C̃S ]p

]TD
V

dT.

~27!

The functiong(x) is given by

g~x!5H 4x529x41
13

2
x2, x<1

3

2
x22, x.1.

~28!

The homogeneous solutions proportional tor 2 for r .r c and
to r 22 for r .r c have been chosen such thata and its first
derivative are continuous atr 5r c . The maximum of the
function g, occurring atx'0.810 isgmax'1.785. Thus with
the estimate for the order of magnitude ofC̃ and (]p/]T)V

given above, withA3/2aeq'1 and dT'1 K, one has, for
the maximum valueamax of ua(r )u,

amax'1023S r c

j0
D 2

. ~29!

A typical value for r c is '100 mm. The Frank elasticity
coefficientK;j0

2 in the glassy state is expected to be co
siderably larger than in the fluid nematic phase, wherej0
'1 nm. The estimatesj0'1 or 10 mm lead toamax'10
and 1021, respectively. In the first case, the assumption t
the distortion of the director field is small is no longer tru
then the solution to Eq.~10! can be found numerically, cf
Sec. IV C.

The intensity transmitted through a sample betwe
crossed polarizer and analyzer, oriented parallel to the
vectorsep andeq, is proportional to

FIG. 3. Density plots of the light intensity generated by t
analytical solution for small director reorientations.
-

t
;

n
it

I 5sin2~df!, df5
2pL

l
de, ~30!

de5ep
•eJ•eq5eaA3

2
aeq~ep

•n!~eq
•n!. ~31!

Heredf denotes the optical phase shift,L is the thickness of
the sample, andl is the wavelength of the light. Withf0

5(2L/l)eaA3/2aeq, a quantity which is of the order of 1 in
the experiments, the phase shift becomes

df5f0p~ep
•n!~eq

•n!. ~32!

For the case of a small distortion of the director fie
wheren5n01dn with dn given by Eq.~24!, one obtains

df5f0p@~ep
•n0!~eq

•n0!1~ep
•n0!~eq

•dn!

1~eq
•n0!~ep

•dn!#

5f0pS 1

2
sin 2c1a x̂ŷ cos 2c D , ~33!

where2c is the angle between the direction of the polariz
andn0 ~i.e. n0•ep5cosc andn0•eq5sinc), andx̂ and ŷ are
the components ofr̂ parallel and perpendicular ton0. Density
plots of the resulting intensity witha according to Eq.~26!
are given in Fig. 3.

C. Numerical solution

In order also to calculate the equilibrium solutions of E
~10! in the general case of large distortions, a numerical
gorithm based on a finite difference scheme was used.
described in detail in Ref.@23,24#. Its main advantage is tha
it conforms to the nematic symmetryn5̂2n.

A Gaussian temperature profile was assumed, and acc
ingly P(r ) as given by Eq.~19! was used. In order to mode
the kind of threshold behavior observed in the experime
where the effect takes place in a region of diameter'3r 0,
fixed boundary conditions were used. Thus, while in the a
lytical calculations presented in Sec. IV B the pressure w
frozen in, here the alignment is assumed to be fixed outs
the heated region.

As can be seen from Eq.~11!, the type of equilibrium
solution depends on how the ratiokªK/Cnp compares to
the magnitude of the pressure tensor multiplied by the a

FIG. 4. Director field of the numerical solution. At the circula
boundary the alignment is fixed to the initial orientationn0.
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PRE 60 1797MOLECULAR REORIENTATION OF A NEMATIC GLASS . . .
of the illuminated spot. For the given experimental setup a
with (]p/]T)V'106 Pa/K, this latter product is roughly
0.25 N. On the one hand, the elastic term stabilizes a
form configuration with the overall director determined
the boundary condition. On the other hand, the influence
the pressure tensor favors a radial director field. Ifk!1 N,
even configurations with defects can be found, while fork
.1 N the resulting director configurations are of the ty
shown in Fig. 4. As expected, fork˜` the same fourfold
symmetry in the amount of reorientation is found that occ
in both the experiment and analytical calculations for sm
reorientation angles. For finitek, however, the reorientation
in the direction parallel to the orientation is smaller than t
in the perpendicular direction.

Since this additional breaking of symmetry is not found
the experiment, one can conclude thatk@1 N. The polar-
ization patterns shown in Fig. 5 were calculated from
solution found fork550 N using the Mu¨ller-matrix formal-
ism @27#. For this and smaller values ofk, the asymmetry
can hardly be detected visually.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A glassy nematic liquid crystal with an initially homoge
neous alignment has been subject to photothermal excita
Though the polarization of the incident laser beam was p
allel to the nematic director, a reorientation of the alignm
took place which was detected by polarization microsco
The reorientation phenomena can be explained by str
optical coupling, where the stress is caused by the loc
inhomogeneous temperature field resulting from la
heating.

FIG. 5. Simulated polarization patterns for the numerically c
culated director field.
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We developed a theoretical model based on an equa
for the second rank alignment tensor which includes a c
pling between the symmetric traceless part of the press
tensor and the alignment. The order of magnitude of
stress-optical coupling coefficient has been estimated
comparison to well established equations for the isotro
and nematic phases. The coefficient is proportional to
ratio of a rotational viscosity to a shear viscosity. This equ
tion was then specialized for a uniaxial alignment with
constant scalar order parameter.

For the application of the equation to the experimen
situation, an expression for the pressure tensor was ca
lated starting from a local stability criterion and an approp
ate ansatz for the temperature field. In order to mimic
kind of threshold behavior observed in the experiment,
introduced a cutoff at the boundary of the illuminated spot
two different ways: For an analytic calculation valid fo
small reorientation angles, the pressure tensor was take
be zero outside the heated regime. In a numerical treatm
the director field was fixed at the boundary of the hea
region.

Both methods lead to similar director fields which exhib
the same symmetry that has been observed in the bire
gence patterns. The predicted polarization patterns agree
with the experimental findings. A minor difference is foun
at the border between the heated and unheated area:
cutoff in the director field results in a boundary that is a
too sharp, while the cutoff in the pressure tensor yield
more diffuse border rim. It should be possible to amend t
shortcoming by introducing a spatial dependent elasticity
efficientK(r ), which is larger in the unheated regime than
the center.

From a quantitative point of view, the director field
determined by the ratio of the elastic constantK to the stress-
optical coupling coefficientCnp . The calculations predic
that in the present experiment this ratio is rather large an
least in the order of 102 N. This seems to be reasonab
since it can be expected that the elastic constant is m
larger in the glassy than in the liquid crystalline state.
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